Effect of surrogate-administered punishment on surrogate contact in infant squirrel monkeys.
Three experiments were conducted in which surrogate-reared infant squirrel monkeys were exposed to punishment in the form of pressurized air emitted from the bodies of the surrogates. Punishment was administered irregularly during the day between the ages of 6 and 34 weeks, under different schedules of random presentation and at different parameters of the airblast stimulus. Physical contact with the surrogate was recorded separately for day and night activity. The results of all experiments were consistent in showing that punished infants spent less time than did nonpunished controls in contacting their surrogates during the daytime throughout the entire period of study. Nighttime scores were less consistent, but showed the same trend in 2 of the experiments. The results also suggested that different subtypes of squirrel monkeys are inherently different in their degree of surrogate contact, with monkeys of the Bolivian type spending more time in contact than those of either Peruvian or Colombian descent.